Automation for Roller Shutters
Enjoy the Experience

Roller shutters provide style, security and sun protection in any home. They can alter the shading of your room, are great at reducing outside noise and offer complete privacy whenever you desire. During colder months, roller shutters can reduce heating costs via their insulation properties and in summer, they’ll keep your home cooler, by reducing glare and heat entering your home.

Install a Somfy motor and control system to operate your roller shutters, and you will also enjoy:

Quiet and Discreet
With a Somfy automation system, the motor is installed into the shutter head box, giving you a whisper quiet system that remains hidden from view.

Greater Convenience
Forget the manual and time consuming work of winding or pulling your roller shutters up or down. With the Somfy system, you control the position of your roller shutters and determine the exact level of sun and heat you want entering your home with touch of a button convenience.

Greater Durability
Forget any problems with tapes wearing out or cables snapping. Replacing manual handling with smooth motorised control means your shutters avoid potential rough handling, are never forced or wound past the correct top or bottom positions and ultimately, have an extended life span.

Energy Efficiency
Install automatic control to have your roller shutters open or close automatically, according to set times or weather patterns. Motorised roller shutters reduce heat loss from a bay window by 15 to 20% in winter and can shade your home from direct sunlight all year round.
Somfy's Motor Range

Somfy supply a range of tubular motors to ensure we provide the right system for each installation requirement.

The Oximo RTS motor range
The Oximo RTS motors offer the best of Somfy technology with unique benefits including:
- **Obstacle detection** – in both up and down direction – protects the roller shutter and your possessions
- **Radio Control** – maximise operational convenience and minimise wiring requirements. Simply plug the motor into a 240V powerpoint, then all the programming and movement of your roller shutter is done via your remote control unit.
- **Set your favourite position** – an intermediate position that you can set and adjust as required
- **Automatic Resetting of the limits after each 56 cycles** – protects and extends the life of your roller shutter
- **Security** – of intruder-deterrent system
- **Frost Protection** – protects the roller shutter as it will not be raised in freezing temperatures

The Hi-Pro motor range
With wall switch operation for individual or group control of your roller shutters, and an optional manual override function, these hard wired motors ensure convenience, comfort and security.

The Benefits of Somfy Tubular Motors
- Somfy tubular motors and controllers come with a full 5-year warranty.
- Permanent connection to 240V power. No ongoing servicing, maintenance, battery changes or recharging required.
- Somfy tubular motors can be easily integrated with home or building automation systems.
- Somfy offers extra functionality with timers and sensors that can be easily linked.
- Ask for Somfy's “Oximo” motor range and gain extra protection for your shutters and your possessions with the “obstacle detection” capability.
- There is a Somfy tubular motor for all sizes of roller shutter.
**Wireless Control** - Somfy's RTS wireless control technology is the worldwide industry benchmark in terms of convenience, reliability, performance and simplicity of installation.

**Single Channel Remote Control** – allows operation of one roller shutter alone or multiple roller shutters as a group.

**Four Channel Remote Control** – allows operation of up to four roller shutters individually or multiple roller shutters as a group.

**Master Control** – allows control of all motorised applications from one master switch.

**Automatic Control** – have one, several or all of your roller shutters controlled according to set times or changing weather patterns.

---

*Somfy offers a 5-year warranty on all Somfy motors and electronics.*
It’s Your Choice

Somfy offer a range of control options to suit your particular needs, including hand held remote controls, wall switches, timers and weather sensors.

**Hand Held Remote Controls** (all available in 1 channel or 4 channel options)

Choose from the stylish variety of hand-held remote controls to give you the convenience of opening or closing your roller shutter. All remotes feature the new ‘MY’ button, allowing you to position your shutters to your favourite setting with a simple touch of a button.

Somfy remote controls have a transmission range of up to 200 meters (or 20 meters through 2 concrete walls).

- **Telis Silver**
  - The flexibility, convenience and style of the Telis Silver is perfect for contemporary interiors.
- **Telis Patio**
  - The shock proof and splash proof qualities of the Telis Patio make it ideal for outdoors and general family use.
- **Telis Lounge**
  - The sleek black exterior of the Telis Lounge is designed to compliment any sophisticated interior.
- **Telis Pure**
  - The clean, simple design of the Telis Pure is the perfect compliment to any décor.
- **Keytis**
  - The convenience of a Telis remote designed especially for a keyring.

**Wall Mounted Remote Control Switch**

Often used as a master switch or when customers prefer a permanently positioned switch rather than the remote control.

**Automatic Sun Sensors**

For maximum convenience and energy efficiency, have your roller shutters react to the changing weather patterns. Your roller shutters may be programmed to go up or down according to the intensity of the sun – keeping your rooms shaded and cool.

**Timers**

Somfy’s wall mounted Chronis timer will control one motor or a group of motors operating simultaneously. Allows one up and one down command each day with the possibility to set different times for each day. Great for simulating your presence when you are not home.